Classics: Felix the Cat, Underdog, Top Cat, and Betty
Bear and Boo Boo evade the Ranger in Jellystone Park
Duck; constantly playing second to Bugs; aka Duck Dodgers
Tom and __; cat and mouse adventures, often with violent results
Traveling band: __ and the Pussycats
Funny adventures of a nearsighted senior citizen: Mr. __
More classics: Space Ghost, Mighty Mouse, and __ Racer
Fred Flintstone’s wife
Fat __ - cartoon series that helped launch Bill Cosby’s career
Classic characters: Superman, __, and Wonder Woman
Boy genius with a secret lab and an annoying sister Dee-Dee
Disney classics: Mickey, __, and Goofy
The father’s name on the Jetsons
Classic cartoon about a sailor and his Olive Oyl
Scooby-Doo’s owner and best friend
Charlie Brown and his dog __
Jimmy __, boy genius and his computer-animated friends
The Rugrats: Tommy, Chucky, __, Phil, Lil and Dill
Codename: Kids __ __; fighting against oppression from grown-ups
The longest running animated series in TV history - "D’oh!"
__ __ - Recently voted most beloved cartoon character of all time
Sugar, spice, and Chemical X combine to make the __ Girls
"Oh, who lives in a pineapple under the sea?"
"I tawt I taw a puddy tat" with Tweety and __
Rocky and __, with Boris and Natasha
Wile E. Coyote and all of his ACME gadgets never catch the __
"Say yer prayers rabbit, I’m a-blasting ya to kingdom come!" - __ __
A. A. Milne’s famous bear and his hundred-acre-wood friends